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"This art work is an abstract illusion that depicts a 

body slowly sinking in the water with his arm reach-

ing upward after a policeman shoots him. There is 

blood near the body and a gun pointed at the body. 

The water is symbolic of reflection; it's our duty to 

reflect on our lives and the decisions we make as 

authority figures and citizens of this world. The arm 

of the man reaching out reflects on the struggle 

of fighting for justice and security. In a way, this art 

work is a reflection of our oblivious society that has 

taken the plights of people of color lightly." 

- Rigzin Wangyal

Reflection
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OUR  M ISS ION
As People of Color, it is critical to recognize and affirm the intersectional 
voices, cultures, and multidimensional identities in solidarity with one 
another.

And so, Oblivion magazine constructs social reality for people of col-
or through personal anecdotes, poetry, art work, analysis of current 
events, photography, and more.

This magazine encourages a deeper awareness of issues and underly-
ing attitudes that are often ignored or disregarded.

With compassion and respect for all, Oblivion strives to foster the 
public dialogue about complex racial issues to sow the seeds for edu-
cation, advocacy, and action towards equity and justice.

Though we recognize that society can be oblivious to and selective 
with the perspectives it takes on, we hope this magazine provides the 
otherwise unconscious minds an opportunity to understand the im-
portance of underheard voices.

And to those of you who have felt underheard, we empathize with 
you and hope this serves as a platform for  action.

With great excitement,

Bianka Bell & Sabrina Sultana
Editors-in-Chief, Oblivion
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L E T T E R  T O
M Y  D A U G H T E R
by Black Rose

Dearest Beloved Star,

You are my supernova 
The brightness given to 
Me.
You are my Queen. 
My world revolves around You. 
I want to spoil you. 
Remind you of your worth and beauty.
I, to teach you, allow you to explore 
and break down any walls that try to 
hinder you.
I, to show you that your dreams are 
achievable.
That anything can be done with effort.
That you are unstoppable.
That you can be a
Bright Brilliant Beautiful Light 
In the world.
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Petrichor* 
By Skylar Wilson

Little one, please wait for the rain.
I hear your quiet words at dusk’s end,
where the sky is the only one listening

to the girl with midnight skin,
who never learned to stand. 
You don’t know the strength 

that runs through your effervescent veins,
that surviving is in, is, your blood

and the world tries to tell you 
black girls aren’t good enough.

But little one, please wait for the rain
because I see the sunlight

in your melanin even when the moon
steals it away.

You hold the space around you 
the way darkness holds galaxies 

and I promise you,
you are no less lovely.

Little black girl, I am not blind
to the pooling in your eyes, 

but I need you to feel the heartbeat 
of kings and queens in the ebb of the Atlantic.

A storm away, the saccharine scent of 
Victory waits to breathe 

into the rise of an arid day, 
so, please wait for the rain.

It’s coming.
*Petrichor: A pleasant smell that frequently accompanies the first rain after a long period 
of warm, dry weather.
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Refusing the Melting Pot
by Henry Gonzalez

Growing up in the Bronx,
I confess that it was hard for me
to love those blocks,
that never had as many parks
as empty fenced-off lots,
and my mama couldn’t
trust the schools
were a good place to
be taught.

Those blocks where
Halloween was one of the scariest
days of the year,
and at all costs
we kept the door locked.

To this day
I don’t enjoy the holiday
I prefer my candy store bought.

It was hard to love
that Section 8 apartment,
with so many roaches,
no amount of traps or poison
could stop.

I think I’ll always hate them
for the many ruined
cereal box.

I loved the car we had,
til it got jacked
and stripped for parts.

The cops later found its
empty carcass,
told us we should probably
find a better place to park.

It was hard for me to love those blocks,
that will probably never have as many parks
as empty fenced-off lots,

But I was grateful for the men
who gave me pastelitos and frío-fríos,
even when I didn’t
have enough change.

For my Dominican barber,
who gave me a dope fade AND
Some M&M’s if I sat still and behaved.

I was grateful for the bodegueros
who treated me well,
and knew me by name.

For the babysitter who didn’t charge
my mom more when she got off
from work late.

Lately,
gentrifiers have been
coming into the Bronx
after decades where our borough
was left in
the hard knocks.
It’s raising rents and closing businesses,
but it’s our community that really suffers,
as we slowly get displaced into White America’s
abandoned suburbs.

Our lives made further diasporic,
coming to feel singular and outnumbered.

A culture scattered, lost
to the forces of
hegemonic urban planners
and police scanners.

For all my life,
it’s been hard for me to love those blocks,
but I grew up in the Bronx,
and I don’t want us to lose ourselves
in America’s
white-washed melting pot,
le falta sazón
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“I was walking with my dad... Suddenly, he 
paused, looked at me intently and said, ‘Son, 
you’re a black male, and that’s two strikes 
against you.’ To the general public, anything 
that I did would be perceived as malicious 
and deserving of severe punishment and I 

had to govern myself accordingly.”
 - Robert Stephens
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I N T E L L E C T U A L I Z A T I O N         

 Maybe, in a classroom, we forget that 
people are actually dying. It is worth re-
peating: people are dying. Behind statistics 
are individuals and it is easy to lose sight of 
those particulars in trying to make honest 
generalizations. But I see my kin, friends, 
and loved ones in these statistics, not num-
bers. Waking up each morning to a new 
name is real. It is real because I know my 
own vulnerability to this thing we call police 
brutality. I want my peers, those who my not 
be as vulnerable, to feel the realness I feel. 
Though they are not susceptible to the same 
kind of violence that I am, I want them to 
look at every black life lost with empathy 
and understand the magnitude of that loss. 
In an academic setting we can quickly be-
come voyeurs — onlookers unto the grief of 
another — and this is something we need to 
consciously avoid. We must make it a point 
to recall the names of lives lost. Once this 
phenomenon of black death at the hands of 
police becomes just another every day occur-
rence, then we’ll have fully failed to extend 
humanity to one another. If we care, we need 
to be able to actively engage, not just intel-
lectually, but empathetically too. On voy-
eurism, Aimé Césaire writes, “And most of 
all beware, even in thought, of assuming the 
sterile attitude of the spectator, for life is not 
a spectacle, a sea of grief is not a prosceni-
um, a man who wails is not a dancing bear.” 
 A constant loop of uncensored foot-
age of the brutalization of the black body 
can lend itself to treating this tragedy as a 
spectator sport. Despite this, it’s necessary 
to check ourselves so as not to become numb 
to the value of a human life. When you hold 

the subjects of your study or inquiry, in this 
case Black Americans, at arms length you ster-
ilize our pain for your consumption. I resist 
this. I’m not willing to read publications that 
exploit images of black death for their journal-
istic practice. Black people aren’t living or dying 
for shock value. The suggestion that you must 
explicitly see a black murder to understand it is 
a tragedy only reinforces the fact that our hu-
manity is always at stake in the public eye. This 
voyeurism does nothing to undo this history 
and currently reality of abuse. It only proves 
your detachment from our lived experience. I 
don’t need an academic text to understand that 
this country is anti-black. Racism is more than 
a unit within a syllabus for me. Some students 

 Images by Carrie Mae Weems carriemaeweems.net
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        O F  B L A C K  D E A T H 

cannot separate inequality studied from in-
equality lived because this has always been our 
experience. This is not to discount the ways that 
academia can be used to dismantle anti-black-
ness, but to remind us of the ways that academia 
can distance itself from its subjects in ways that 
treats them as objects. 
 So much of this epidemic is seeing black 
people as non-human. I think this begins in our 
language. Namely, the use of language that crim-
inalizes black victims and fails to see black peo-
ple as humans first. Like any other person, liv-
ing or dead, black lives lost deserve to be called 
by name. Also, in order to honestly talk about 
anti-black police violence, we need to acknowl-
edge the ways that it affects all black people and 

challenge exclusive language. This means not 
making narrow statements like: black men are 
dying, because this centers men and negates 
all of the black women dying at the hands of 
police as well. This means using photographs 
that humanize black victims and show them as 
they lived, not died. This also means demand-
ing justice before the fact. Yes, it is important 
to mourn. Grief needs to be felt, but how do 
we engage with black people who are alive and 
exist in our communities?
 Being giving our resources, money, 
times and selves shows that we are willing to 
engage beyond the classroom or television. I 
can’t help but feel disillusioned and withdrawn 
from a country that is constantly killing peo-
ple that look like me without consequence, but 
there is still work to do. And learning though 
important, is not enough. All of this theory 
fails without practice. 
 After all, we aren’t here to gain knowl-
edge if it only distances and detaches us from 
those who we are learning about.

"Black people aren’t 
LIVING or DYING for 
shock value."
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A R T I S T  

S P O T L I G H T
Interview with Soraya sebghati and Night 
Talks  By Bianka Bell

Bianka Bell: Soraya, what does it mean to 
"Play like a girl?"
Soraya Sebghati: To me it means to play 
with at least twice as much passion and 
drive. My reliance on emotion is more of 
an extra superpower than a hindrance, and 
I use it in conjunction with what people 
would call a more "logical" sense of intel-
lect.

BB: What's it like being the only female 
(but lead singer) in a male-dominated 
group?
SS: While it does honestly have its hard 
points, it's mostly great. I have an awesome 
group of dudes who I do feel truly take the 
time to listen to me.

BB: How does your racial identity shape 
the content of your music? Does it at all?
SS: I wish it did more! I think on the first 
album it figured itself in subconsciously. 
I think it really contributed to a sense of 
isolation that I felt, and at the time I defi-
nitely couldn't put my finger on it. Now 
that I'm more aware of my racial identity, 
I'm excited to see how it will show itself in 
my music.

BB: We see most bands today still being 
represented by white musicians. Night 
Talks is predominantly PoC. What's that 
like?
Night Talks: It's still really surreal for us! 
We’ve started to realize more and more 
how white and male the music industry 
has been. We’re excited to break ground 
and inspire other non-white non-male 
people to do what we do.

BB: Do you think it affects your success or 
the way fans perceive you? 

O B L I V I O N
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Night Talks is an alternative rock band 
based in Los Angeles, California. With 
vocals that are equal parts angelic and 
razor-tipped, bass and drums that drive, 
and powerful, shimmering guitars, they'll 
remind you of the first time you stayed in 
your room all night listening to a record.



NT: So far it hasn't really had an effect on 
any of that. Guess we'll see what's in store 
for the future.

BB: What genre would you place your sound 
in? Do you feel more embraced by certain 
communities than others?
NT: In terms of genre, we definitely fall 
under the alt-rock umbrella. It's always hard 
to describe your own music beyond that. 
BUT we definitely have seen people from all 
sorts of genres embracing us, which makes 
us really happy.

BB: Which of your songs encompass the 
relationship of your band the most? Why?
NT: If we had to pick one, we would pick 
Drift. It's a song that we haven't released 

O B L I V I O N
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yet that's on our upcoming album. It has 
nothing to do with the lyrical content, but 
it's a song where we all shine at specific 
points and that it really showcases all of our 
strengths.
BB: What's next for Night Talks?
NT: We have another single and video com-
ing out, to be followed by an album release. 
We're hoping to get out on the road soon 
and play shows outside of Los Angeles!

Check out Night Talks at http://nighttalks-
theband.com/. 

Image by Alexis Sones



DIVERSITY TALK
By Rishi Mutallik

“I’d like to start by painting a picture for 
you all. Imagine a 5-year-old me, sitting in 
a theatre for the first time. There is chatter 
everywhere, kind of like the chatter we heard 
in here before we began. The orchestra can be 
heard tuning. The lights go down, the room 
hushes. The sound of tuning turns into a 
symphonic melody. The curtain goes up, and 
people emerge from the stage. Not people—
characters. As they take the stage, they begin 
telling a story. Through songs, dances, and 
monologues with the help of scenery, cos-
tumes, and lighting, they take the audience on 
a journey. I am enthralled. 

15 years and hundreds of shows later, I still 
feel the same way.
 
This first experience propelled me to begin 
my life journey in performance. I wanted to 
be one of those characters that could take 
your breath away with just a note, a gesture, 
a line.  From a young age, I started learning 

everything I could about the craft of perform-
ing. I took every opportunity I could to sing, 
act, and dance in various venues like commu-
nity theatre, concerts, and talent shows. From 
these first performances, I had already found 
my passion. At the age of 9, I auditioned for an 
agent in NYC. 
 
Now picture this scene - an excited me at 10, 
12, 14, 16, 18 years old - receiving auditions 
from my agent. I excitedly click open the emails 
with the audition information and what do I 
see - one character breakdown after the other 
flashing the same descriptors: Nerd. Nerd. Ter-
rorist. Nerd. Antisocial, Asexual, Scared. Think 
of the character tropes in ‘Big Bang Theory’. 
All of this is despite my agent’s insistence on 
recommending me for every interesting and 
complex role available to a person my age in 
film, television, and theatre. It was as if writ-
ers and other creative people in the industry 
looked at people like me and saw only their 
own ill conceived, over simplified, and blatantly 
offensive Indian stereotypes. As a young child 
it was destabilizing. I had never characterized 
or viewed myself as what I was seeing and had 
never felt such limits placed on my identity. 

Was I being too sensitive? I don’t think so. 
When your culture or any aspect of you isn’t 
fairly represented or are always the butt of 
jokes, it erases your humanity in the eyes of 
others and even in yourself. Such stereotypes 
are pervasive in the industry for all minorities 
and marginalized communities.
 
Fortunately for me, I have encountered a few 
progressive individuals in the industry who 
offered me roles that were not defined by ste-
reotypes or limited by strictly white casting. 
Roles like Tom of Warwick in the classic Broad-
way musical Camelot, Bruno in the Tennessee 
Williams play The Rose Tattoo, and an im-
mensely complex role for a South Asian actor 
in a new play called ‘ In Bloom’. To say that I felt 

Rishi Mutalik is a junior at Bard College, 
majoring in political studies and theatre. 
On campus, he hosts a podcast called 
Compelling Conversations and he has 
interned for journalist Soledad O’Brien 
at her company Starfish Media Group, 
which aims to tell the stories of marginal-
ized communities. Outside of Bard, he has 
been performing and auditioning pro-
fessionally throughout his life. Recently, 
Mutalik gave this speech on his experience 
in the acting world at the Bard Leads Con-
ference in August 2016. Here is his story: 
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liberated and exhilarated does not even begin 
to describe the feelings I experienced on being 
defined not by stereotypes of my ethnicity and 
my race, but rather by my talent and my hu-
manity. These roles opened me up as an artist 
and gave me the same visceral feeling that I first 
experienced as a young child seeing my first 
performance. 
 
Motivated by the majority of my experiences, 
I researched diversity in the entertainment 
industry and the facts I found were damning. 
There has only been one musical, Bombay 
Dreams, that featured South Asians prominent-
ly in the almost 100 year history of Broadway, 
and it ran less than three months. Only one 
Indian artist has ever been nominated for the 
prestigious Tony Award. There are countless 
other statistics and facts spanning all enter-
tainment that reflect the same hopelessness 
and setbacks in the industry’s progress towards 
racial diversity. 
 
So how do artists of color grapple with working 
in an industry that is not inclusive or represen-
tative of them?
 
Here's how I feel. Through all of this, I am more 
passionate about my craft, more determined to 
succeed, and more optimistic about the future 
than ever before. Why is that? First of all, in 
recent years, I have noticed kernels of change. I 
see Aziz Ansari creating a story centered on the 
son of immigrants. I see the faces of Dev Patel 
and Suraj Sharma in films. I see Mindy Kaling 
and Priyanka Chopra leading television shows. 
I see people of color charting paths in theatre, 
film, and television.  It is hard to explain how 
visceral and emotional representation actu-
ally is. To see someone who looks like you in 
their full complexity, vitality, and excellence, is 
cathartic.
 
Second of all, my goals have also changed. My 
journey to this moment, now serves as a fuel. 

It has inspired me to pick up the pen and 
write the narratives and characters and stories 
that are not represented. It has inspired me 
to advocate for myself through articles and 
talks like this in which I say, “Yes we have a 
problem and here is what I am doing to solve 
it.” It also inspires me to use whatever creative 
freedom and choice I am given when I do 
get roles, to push the conversation, advocate 
for nuance, and combat racism, prejudice, or 
stereotypes in any form.
 
This goes beyond the arts and all that I orig-
inally dreamed of. It has inspired me to be a 
leader and champion for my community and 
to open doors that have not been opened. It 
has pushed me to be an inspiring image that 
young Indian children can look up to and feel 
that their dreams are valid.
 
As I continue to rise, I will use my power to 
raise hell and pull people up. And this is what 
I say to all of those working towards impossi-
ble dreams while trying to shatter glass ceil-
ings. You might have started out just wanting 
to achieve a personal goal and you might be 
frustrated with the barriers you have faced, 
and you every right to be. But you now have 
the chance to be an activist, an advocate, and 
a representative for your community. Don’t 
feel a burden. Embrace it. Because as you 
work towards your dream, you can change 
the conversation, change your field, and 
change the images we see.”

" As I continue to rise, I 
will use my power to raise 
hell and pull people up."
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“Our black skin, the thing that empowers us and the history which follows, 

causes us to face many demons that society has created to follow us. These 

demons have shaped how we are viewed and how we view ourselves. In this 

art work, the flowers on the head of the man symbolizes the crowns of the 
earth that we all bare.”

-Jonathan Butler

Black Apples and Sons of Adams
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O B L I V I O N

GONE

She dices bright yellow bell-peppers the size of her fists into strips with methodical movements of 
her wrists, -- up down up down --, silver blade swinging through flesh into wood like a guillotine. 
Her iPhone hums Fleetwood Mac from the countertop. The sun is low and sifts through the win-
dow-blinds, tints the scene sepia. Straggling strands of kinked hair stick to her glistening forehead. 
She tips half a bag of Coles frozen onions into the pan, frosted white-green crystals breaking the 
surface then turning translucent. The oil hisses, spits.
“Sara”, she says. “You okay? With this?”
The girl across the room looks up. She has long dark hair curled tightly around her face and sits 
folded up on the arm of the sofa.
“What?”
“Curry. You okay with curry?”
“Oh. Yeah, sure.”
The day is hot and dry, a synecdoche of Adelaide summers. A thin black fly like a broken-off tip of 
a pencil careens at her; she swats at it, then lifts a paper from her bag and places it over the bowl of 
chicken, sees the “74” scrawled in red at the top, and flips it over with a scowl.
“So”, she says, “Sara, how’s, you know… University and stuff?”
“It’s okay.”
“That’s good.”
“Yeah.”
“Yeah.”
The air is still and humid and stabbed through with thin golden bars where dust dances like stars, 
and it hurts her, because she feels like she’s disintegrating, like her skin is eroding away into dust 
and leaving her behind, untouched. She looks over at Sara, sitting in the shadows, examining her 
fingernails, and she feels gouged.
“Why aren’t you saying my name?”, she asks, and immediately regrets the words.
“Huh?”
“You’re not saying my name, are you avoiding saying my name?”
“I’m not avoiding anything. I’m not a names person. I’ve never been one.”
“You used to say my name.”
“I’m sure I would have used it on occasion-“
“Didn’t you like saying my name?”
Sara looks up at her, exasperatedly, but at her, and she feels a small burst of triumph. “What the fuck 
are you going on about?”
“I just don’t see why you’re not being an adult about-”
“Oh fuck off,” Sara says, “you’re the one who told me I was some kind of traitor for my decisions, that 
I was letting all the little brown kids down? Fuck off-”
“You are, they’ve spent their whole lives internalizing false media narratives that tell them they’re 
not beautiful and you know what you’re telling them, you’re telling them that any pretty brown per-
son who can actually get someone white is going to always-“

By Zayaan Ali
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“I don’t give a shit about your sociological bullshit-”
“You used to! You did that stuff in uni-”
“I took one elective cos we were dating and you told me to! I’m a biology major. That’s what I am. I don’t 
give a shit about being a political statement, okay?”
“Everything is-”
“Everything is political, yeah, blah blah blah. Did you ever consider that maybe, y’know, just maybe, I 
happen to actually like Sam?”
“I don’t know”, she answers, and she really doesn’t. She turns away and tips the chicken into the pan. The 
sweet smell of frying onions fills her nose and she feels her mouth water, and it reaches into some part of 
her and makes her feel, strangely, okay.
“Why are we even fighting, Sara?”
“You started-“
“No, I mean. Why? Let’s just not fight. You came here for dinner, let’s have dinner.”
“Okay… Yeah.”
She flashes Sara a smile and gets an uneasy smile in return. Baby steps, she thinks, things will be fine, I’ll 
be fine, baby steps. She raises the blinds and the room floods with pale gold light that pools across the 
brown of her furniture, and puddles into a tiny white sun in the glass bowl on her coffee table that studs 
prismatic shards of white into her walls. The light falls on Sara, and her dark hair looks coppery in the 
sun, and she looks golden, the light almost liquid, like she was made out of amber, gold and gorgeous, in 
stasis, something that froze one day and left a little of her trapped inside.
“Look”, Sara says. “I do like Sam, okay? I really do. This has nothing to do with you, okay?”
“Okay.”
“You’re being nice to me. Keep being nice to me, okay? Look, stop making me feel shitty because I’m not 
as gold-star as you, okay, it makes me feel like you never liked me at all-“
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“Of course I liked you!”
“It makes me feel like you liked me for what you thought I could be, not cos of who I was, okay, you’ve 
given me such a hard time-“
“I liked you, Sara.”
“Show it better next time!”
“Did you like me?”
“I did”, Sara says. “I really did.”
“I didn’t know you did.”
“What the hell?”
“You never said you did.”
“Oh.” Sara looks up at her. “Look, I’d just started uni and you were in third year and I was a little in awe 
of you, okay, I felt such impostor syndrome being with you at first, you were so smart and worldly and 
you namedropped bell hooks and Arundhati Roy and you never ever said you liked me and I just wanted 
to seem cool, okay?”
“Didn’t I say I liked you?”
“Never explicitly.”
“I liked you.”
“Good to know.”
“I just wanted to hear you say my name, you know.”
“Oh.”
“Yeah.”
“You could have just said so, Asha.”
She turns around, turns the stove off. “I didn’t want to seem pathetic.”
“That’s not pathetic. Asha. You fucking idiot.”
“I don’t fucking know. I felt so rejected, okay? I felt like you were just moving on to someone prettier. Or 
something. I don’t know.”
“God, you idiot. We weren’t even together when- none of it was about you.”
“Good to know.”
She ladles some chicken onto two plates and carries them over to the coffee table, and sits down cross-
legged on the floor opposite Sara.
“I haven’t been nice to you, have I?”
“No, you haven’t… I wanted you to be supportive, you know? I cared what you thought.”
“Sorry.”
“Thanks. You could just have said so, you know. If you were hurt.”
“Yeah.”
“Yeah.”
“You did like me. Really like me.”
“Yeah, Asha. I did.”
“Do you like me? At all? Still?”
Sara smiles. “No.”
“Okay.”
The sun has almost set and the apartment is the cloudy dark of dusk, all solid shadows except for slatted 
bars against the back wall. She looks over at the window, at the thin pillars of light cutting the room, at 
the dust swirling dancing suspended in sunbeams, dust made from her, dust that was her, shimmering 
like stars in the tail-end of a galaxy, the most beautiful thing she’ll ever see, she thinks, and she feels fine.
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M e l a n i n

Confession

 “People are still putting energy on things that won’t matter outside this 
thing that we call a bubble. And I call it a bubble because there’s no such thing 
as  political correctness in the real world; there’s no such thing as trigger 
warnings in the real world. For better or for worse, these are the things we 
have to deal with when we leave this campus… ignoring or not speaking about 
these issues is  going to 
be the pro- cess of us 
not being p r e p a r e d 
to deal with these con-
frontations when we do 
get to the real world. 
So, these mi- croaggres-
sions… you bring them up as a minority and you give off this notion that 
you’re angry and need to cheer up… Like, I was the token black guy in my high 
school, so I’ve grown accustomed to it… I get that you don’t want to deal with 
that sort of stuff all the time, but I think we need to realize that this is really 
just temporary, and we should try to make sure that we’re all prepared for the 
real world. So, we need to start talking about these issues before we leave.”

O U T S I D E  O F  T H E  " B U B B L E "
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Black By Dominique Spencer

 I wonder if the clapping and boos 
can be heard outside. Where people play 
pool and hangout at the eatery. Where 
thousands of letters from friends and 
family sit. Do they shake in their enve-
lopes? It feels like my blood is shaking. 
Broiling, really. It’s an uproar. And we 
are in the middle of it. 
       I’m sitting in a cafe with my best 
friend, Royah. She is Persian, and I am 
Liberian and Jamaican. And for this, I 
feel a true kinship with her. I feel safe to 
talk about the delicate things that are too 
brittle and tenuous to talk about with 
my white friends. It slips between their 
fingertips — these conversations we once 
had. But with her, the delicate subjects 
are our strength. I’ve come to see that 
dark is another way to say good; A way 
to call someone beautiful.
She had just ordered a quiche. I see her 
talking to the man behind the register. 
They exchange pleasantries, and she 
gives him the cash. Just before I see 
the coins fall into his palm, a woman 
taps me on my shoulder. I turn around, 
smiling. I want no barriers between us, 
at least the ones I can control. She is 

tanned, almost ethnic looking, but I see 
the places where the machine missed her 
skin and left her blotchy. The fringe of 
her eyes, where lines show her age, are 
pale white. A smile stretches across her 
entire face. I see the tension in plastic 
wrap, when you’re not sure if it’ll rip, 
when you get too little plastic and too 
much food. I wonder why is she here, on 
this day of all days, trying talk to me? 
      And bodies stand in the dark of 
night. There, in front of them, is a whis-
per of light against their faces. I can see 
the white of their eyes. I can see their 
breaths, their humanity, in the cold air. 
They are all black bodies mourning for 
another one of their sisters, their broth-
ers being shot down. They stand beside 
a chapel, in the dark. They are cold and 
shivering. My hands and nose are numb. 
I try to arch and stretch my fingers, but 
they crack and hurt, as if I have been 
carrying a weight. We all have. And then 
I remember that I self-diagnosed my-
self with Raynaud’s disease. The blood 
slowly dribbles to the feet and the hands, 
pushing against my bones and sinew. 
But before it gets there, and even when it 
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arrives, my feet and hands remain cold. 
Those are the black bodies. We are cold 
and waiting for society to reach us. For 
society to really take notice to the extent 
that they do something. To the extent 
that asking us, as people of color, what 
they should do is no longer the norm.
      Our smiles are still on our faces. Two 
maybe three seconds have passed, and 
the man behind the cash register is still 
processing the transaction. Breathe. She 
says, “I’m sorry for your loss.” And I 
wonder how she knows. She knows that 
another black body being murdered is 
the death of yet another brother or my 
sister of mine. The lack of blood relation 
is inconsequential. We are colored and 
that is enough. My smile becomes a bit 
smaller, but more generous. But then 
she asks, “Is there anything I can do? I 
want to fight this.” I assume she means 
this system of racism. I say, “Thank you, 
but it’s just too complex.” 
     I see him, we all do. My hands are 
held together as if I’m in a prayer. My 
legs are crossed. Emily sits beside me, 
and every so often she snaps her fin-
gers and claps her hands. We all do. 
The panel is eloquent and raw, speaking 
their narrative. It goes beyond the talk 
of police brutality. Instead, words like 
“stalking”, “rat poisoning”, “foster care”. 
When he talks, the auditorium is silent. 
Nobody moves. His voice is quiet and 
hushed. But it never trembles. I’ve seen 
a grown man cry only once before. I feel 
my respect for him grow. We walk back 

to the dorm, and I feel oddly weightless. 
But, at the same time, I feel weighed 
down.
     What I mean is that it’s not my occu-
pation or obligation to tell society how 
to fix itself. What I mean is that racism 
is something that pervades our society 
so well, we all somehow perpetuate it.
Breathe. We exchange our goodbyes. 
She walks away, probably feeling satis-
fied with herself. She helped someone. 
She helped a colored woman. A double 
minority. Twice the satisfaction. Royah 
returns with her quiche. The smell that 
always seems so mouthwatering makes 
me nauseous and lightheaded. She no-
tices and asks me what’s wrong. Breathe. 
I shake my head. It’s not the time. Not in 
this crowded cafe. Her 1998 blue Honda 
seems like a solace. I imagine how we 
would come to bridge in this situation? I 
wonder how many more times we would 
have this talk? But the only answer I can 
find is to just breathe. 

It has just begun.
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An Unfamiliar Place
By Gabr ie l le  Reyes

My foot’s through the door and there's green all 
around me. The shops and fast food restaurants 
morphed into trees and more trees. No longer do the 
buildings graze the polluted skies. I can see stars now. 
I can see the stars because I can see the night. No lon-
ger is it a black restricted square in my room window. 
I can walk home at night without a shiver thrown 
down my spine whenever I hear a “Hey mami” from 
the same demographic of aesthetically galling group 
of Latinx men that apparently can never find a shirt 
to fit; a crescent shaped portion of their stomach al-
ways hangs out out of their shirt and over their pants, 
shaking every time they giggle over the prepubescent 
childish remark they throw my way. They expect me 
to catch it, but I let it fall on the floor and I promise 
myself I will never walk home this late again. Now, 
I can walk home and devour night. I can see every 
individual star for what it is, a burning flame. I can 
feel the cold sending my nerves into a frenzy, because 
we’ve never allowed the moon to greet us this way 
before. I can smell the crisp aroma of oxygen and 
nicotine. 

How can someone willingly glue a time bomb be-
tween two fingers? How can someone be so dis-
pleased with the nothingness and everything we 
were given to choose a gradual slow death? How can 
someone choose to intoxicate everyone else around 
them? When I used to walk home I held my breath, 
not knowing if I was going to make it through the 
night. It would just be impossible to tell if you looked 
at someone the wrong way, and if they felt particu-
larly agitated that night. Now, I hold my breath to 
prevent the white cylinder from poisoning my system 
with every exhale they release. I guess I can find com-
fort in the predictability of the situation this time. I 
don't have to doubt what I'm going to be getting into 
now because I know. 

I know I am exposed. I am exposed to the social jus-
tice warriors with a torch in one hand and a cigarette 
in the other, running to a place they haven't figured 
out yet. 

They complain about inclusivity, but are so exclusive 
themselves. They attempt to denounce their privilege 
that they have clung onto so dearly their whole lives, 
but still plan on reaping the benefits. At home, I was 
part of a brotherhood, a community, a spectrum of 
different shades of brown that were all strung to-
gether. Here, I’m an awkward mole, an imperfection 
in their sea of white skin. I’m seldom approached 
because I refuse to delve into their approach to life. I 
hold way too many responsibilities to be found sitting 
on a bench with a cig. 

I grew up with work ethic droned into my way of 
living. If you did not work hard, you were wasting 
your time. I could recognize hard work from a mile 
away because my parents were never home, in order 
provide food on the table. But sometimes, that would 
not even work because when my mom sloshed lentils 
onto our plate when we knew we had no money 
for anything else; we would eat this for three days 
straight. 

Now, I have become the employee to keep this priv-
ilege of higher education. I had to work hard to get 
where I am now. But, I have to work hard to even stay 
here. Time became a social construct; I measured 
my days in the amount of work I got done to reward 
myself with sleep. 

So I’ve morphed the two spaces: the trees are my 
buildings and the cigarettes are my “Hey, mami’s”. 
My community is my work and my college is my 
home. I will enjoy my walk home because I could not 
do so before. I will indulge in the stars illuminating 
my path because in the end we are all a cluster of 
nothing. We look up at the sky believing that there is 
something else out there for us.

But  really, we place our fate in a radical hope.
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POC 
COMPLIMENTS
J o s e  A l e x a n d e r  I I I
You are so kind and have the nicest 
smile!

L e x i  A k i n g b a d e
You're amazing, beautiful, and 
strong! I've witnessed you grow so 
much the past 3 years and I'm so 
proud of you!
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Tribute #13:

Tribute #14:

/



I listened to MCR last night and CRIED. TY 
for liking MCR. ALSO YOU'RE CUTE.

C l a r a  L e v y

You are great, brilliant, and 
explosive. I love you and all 
of our adventures. I'm glad 
I get to give Posse a good 
name with you!  

Eniyah Willingham

Couldn't ask for a better 
companion. I'm so hap-
py about getting to be 
friends with you, lovely, 
hilarious girl.

Jada Woods
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